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1. Background
•

•
•

Listeners perceive some speakers as
sounding more similar than others, yet the
phonetic underpinnings of perceived voice
similarity (PVS) are not well understood
Improved understanding of PVS will aid foil
selection for voice identification parades
Which phonetic features contribute to voice
similarity judgements and does this vary
across accent?

2. Previous Study: McDougall (in press) [1]
•
•

Listeners (N = 120) judged the similarity of
120 pairs of voices on a 9-point Likert scale
6 groups of 15 speakers (male, 18-30 years):
3
1
1
1

•
•

SSBE
York English
Bradford English
Wakefield English

DyViS [2]
YorViS [3]
WYRED [4]
WYRED [4]

➢ Variable results across the 6 speaker groups,
even for 3 same-accent SSBE groups:
Feature
f0
LTF
AR

•

Significant for
York, Bradford, Wakefield, SSBE x 2
All groups but variable
York, SSBE x 1 (higher dims only)

5. Results

6. Discussion

Figure 2. Scatterplot of judgements of 3s vs 10s stimulus pairs. Each
datapoint represents the mean across the listeners’ judgements for one
stimulus pair (Likert scale normalised within each listener’s responses).

•
•
•
•

Were the 3-second stimuli too brief to
establish long-term phonetic properties for
listeners making judgements?

•

3. Present Study: Follow-up Experiment
•
•
•
•

Experiment repeated on SSBE group 2 with
10s stimuli, to compare against 3s results
Longer task so 120 stimuli pairs divided into
4 blocks (80 listeners, 20 per block)
Listener judgements normalized and
averaged to form combined sets
MDS applied to new 3s & 10s matrices

r = 0.802, p < 0.001 (Pearson)

•

Figure 3. Significant correlations (absolute value) between the acoustic
features tested and the five pseudo-perceptual dimensions generated
by the listeners’ voice similarity judgements by the MDS analysis for 3s
stimuli (left panel) and 10s stimuli (right panel).

3s stimuli, spont. speech from phonecall
Data collection online through Gorilla
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